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Outline The ‘ALife on Asteroids’ project attempts to use the recently re-
leased PyBrain python module to provide a straightforward interface between
optimization techniques, machine learning algorithms and ALife simulations.
This allows also to define ALife type of optimization tasks (see Evolutionary
Robotics), which have been one of the targets of PaGMO. The evolution of
artificial life on an asteroid-like environment is the targeted simulation of this
project. Variable creatures evolve a ‘walking’ behaviour in various gravitational
environments.
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1 Installation & Requirements

The ALife module is written in pure Python, so Python must first be installed on
your system. Recent versions can be obtained from http://www.python.org.
Python version 2.6.* is the recommended version, although other releases in the
Python 2.* series may work. In addition, the following Python modules are also
required:

PaGMO Parallel Global Multiobjective Optimizer offers a user-friendly access
to a wide array of global and local optimization algorithms and problems.
The main purpose of the software is to provide a parallelization engine
common to all algorithms through the ‘generalized island model’. It can
be found at http://sourceforge.net/projects/pagmo/.

NumPy (tested with version 1.4.1) Numpy is a Python module that pro-
vides support for arrays and matrices along with a library of mathematical
functions to operate on the arrays (a bit like Matlab). It can be found at
http://numpy.scipy.org/.

PyODE (tested with snapshot version dated 2010-03-22) PyODE is a
Python wrapper around the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE), which is is
a library for simulating rigid body dynamics. It can be found at http:

//pyode.sourceforge.net/. PyODE requires ODE (tested with version
0.11.1), which can be found at http://www.ode.org/ and Pyrex (http:
//www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/greg.ewing/python/Pyrex/).

PyBrain (tested with version 0.3) PyBrain is a modular machine learning
library. It can be found at http://pybrain.org/.

PyOpenGL (tested with version 3.0.1) PyOpenGL is a binding to the OpenGL
APIs. It can be found at http://pyopengl.sourceforge.net/.

Python Imaging Library (tested with version 1.1.7) Python Imaging Li-
brary (PIL) adds extensive support for image processing, including the
ability to load and save images in a large number of formats. It can be
found at http://www.pythonware.com/products/pil/.

To use the ALife GUI, you will also need to install:

PyQt4 (tested with version 4.7.4) Python bindings to the Qt framework.
It can be found at http://www.riverbankcomputing.co.uk.
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2 Getting Started Quickly

To make sure that the required modules are all installed correctly, run the
file viewer.py from the command line. It should print the basic mouse and
keyboard controls as follows:

alife:> python viewer.py

Press ’q’ to exit

Press ’c’ to toggle camera centering on the robot on/off

Press ’s’ to toggle screen capturing on/off

Press ’v’ to toggle mouse view on/off

Press ’r’ to reset the current Experiment/Environment

Press the up arrow to zoom in

Press the down arrow to zoom out

Move the mouse to move the camera around the robot

Then an OpenGL window should be displayed, with renderings of the robot
and asteroid. You should be able to use the controls, viewing different sides
of the robot using the mouse and zooming in/out using the arrow keys. The
simulation should then advance with the robot falling towards the asteroid, then
landing on the surface and coming to a stop. The resulting image should look
something like figure 1. The robot will not attempt to move yet however, as it
is not receiving any control data.

For a more complete example, run the file alife.py. This creates a PaGMO
problem containing an ALife experiment that attempts to evolve control weights
for the robot. This process will be described in more detail in section 3. With
the default parameters this program can take a long time to run however. For
more detail on the evolution parameters see section 4.

Figure 1: ALife viewer module.
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3 Architecture

This section looks in more detail at each of the modules in the alife package,
describing how they work and their interconnections. It first looks at the main
PaGMO problem (ALifeProblem) then in turn at each of the main alife objects
that are used in it. For more information on how to use an ALifeProblem in
the PaGMO framework see section 4.

3.1 ALifeProblem

This is the main PaGMO problem for the alife module, found in the file
alife.py. The main purpose of this class is to provide an objective function
(the objfun impl method) that will be optmised by PaGMO. Specifically, the
input to the function is a list of weights, which control the connections between
neurons in artificial neural network. The problem then assigns these weights to
the ALifeAgent, which is the robot’s controller. Then it runs an experiment,
which loads the robot in a simulated physical environment, and measures how
far it travels in a set amount of time using its new control data. The return
value of the objective function the distance moved by a Robot object over this
duration.

The ALifeProblem constructor can optionally take an existing ALifeEnvironment,
Robot and Asteroid objects as inputs, but if these are not provided it cre-
ates them with default parameters. The constructor also allocates ALifeTask,
ALifeAgent and ALifeExperiment objects, all of which are described below.

The copy method is used to create a problem with the same parameters
as the current one. There should be one instance of ALifeProblem for each
island in the PaGMO topology.

3.2 ALifeEnvironment

This object represents an ODE world, performing all of the physics simulation.
As it creates the ode.World and ode.Space that all of the body and geometry
objects will be added to, it must be created first. A Robot is added to an
environment by calling the set robot method with a Robot instance as input,
and similarly an asteroid is added by calling set asteroid with an Asteroid

instance.
The main method in this object is step, which advances the simulation by

a given time increment while performing collision detection between the objects
in the world. This is also where the force of gravity between the robot and the
asteroid is calculated. The force is based on a simplified Newtonian model of
gravity using the masses of the asteroid and the robot, but the forces are only
applied to the robots, they do not exert any force on the asteroid. This method
is called by ALifeViewer objects before they render a frame ( draw method),
or by ALifeExperiment objects (step and perform methods).
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3.3 Robot

A Robot creates ode.Body and ode.Geom instances representing the body sec-
tions and legs of a robot. It joins all legs to a body section using a hinge joint.
All bodies and joints are positioned relative to the initial body position which
can be specified in the constructor. The robot keeps track of its body position
and all of its joints, both of which are referenced in an ALifeTask. The robot
also saves its initial position and orientation so that they can be restored by
calling the reset method.

3.4 Asteroid

An Asteroid primarily consists of an ODE geometry with no body (so it is
a static object) saved in its geom member variable. It also has a mass value,
that is used to calculate the force of gravity between the asteroid and robots
in an ALifeEnvironment. The asteroid geometry can be specified by hand,
but it is generally more convenient to use a triangular mesh generated using
a 3D modelling tool. The excellent Blender was used to create the asteroid
model that is included in the alife package (for more information see http:

//www.blender.org/), but anything that can create X3D files can be used.
The path to an X3D file can be supplied in the Asteroid constructor, in which
case the load x3d method is called, reading triangular mesh data from the X3D
IndexedFaceSet. If the file contains texture data, it is also loaded and is used
by the ALifeViewer to texture the asteroid.

3.5 ALifeTask

The alife module uses the PyBrain architecture of a Task, Agent and Exper-
iment, in fact ALifeTask, ALifeAgent and ALifeExperiment are derived from
the corresponding classes in the PyBrain module. A Task associates a purpose
with an Environment. Their main method is performAction, which first makes
sure that the robot has stablised on the asteroid surface, then applies a given
force to the motors on each of the robot’s joints using a JointActuator, and so
moving the robots legs. The JointActuator here differs from the one supplied
in the PyBrain module, as it uses motors to move the bodies at the joints rather
than directly applying forces to the bodies. This was found to greatly improve
the stability in ODE simulations.

3.6 ALifeAgent

An ALifeAgent reads observations (passed to the integrateObservation method)
and produces actions (when the getAction method is called). Observations
consist of sensor readings from each robot joint. Actions are forces that should
be applied to each joint at the next time step. The ALifeAgent calculates these
actions using a Recurrent Neural Network created in PyBrain. The observa-
tions are the inputs to the network. There is one hidden layer consisting of ten
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neurons, which is fully connected to the input and output layers. The output
layer is also fully connected with the hidden layer (recurrent). The actions are
the outputs of the network.

3.7 ALifeExperiment

AALifeExperiment objects manage the interaction between Robots, Tasks,
Agents and Environments. The two main methods are oneInteraction and
perform. The oneInteraction method advances the Environment by one time
step, then gets the current robot sensor values from the Task, uses these to get
the next action values from the Agent and then performs this action using the
Task. The perform method will reset the Task, then call oneInteraction

continuously until the Task is finished. It then returns the distance moved by
the robot during the Task.

3.8 ALifeViewer

The ALifeViewer uses OpenGL to render an ALifeEnvironment in a GLUT
window. It includes some basic interaction controls such as moving the camera
position (using the mouse) and zooming in/out on the robot (using the arrow
keys). When screen capturing is on (this is toggled on/off using the ‘s’ key),
every frame will be saved to the ‘screenshots’ folder, as a numbered .png file.

The Qt widget in the GUI (alifegui.py) derives from the ALifeViewer

class, but overwrites any method that calls GLUT so that OpenGL can be used
to render the scene inside the Qt widget.

The ALifeViewer constructor can be passed either an ALifeExperiment or
an ALifeEnvironment. The Experiment step method is called instead of the
Environment step if available, so that the robot can receive control information
from the ALifeAgent. If there is no ALifeExperiment object the Environment
will be rendered but the robot will not move.
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4 Using The ALife Module

This section describes how the ALifeProblem class integrates with the PaGMO
framework, and gives a brief overview of the GUI (alifegui.py). A full descrip-
tion of PaGMO is beyond the scope of this document. For more information
see http://pagmo.sourceforge.net/doc.

4.1 Integration with PaGMO

In order to use the ALifeProblem to create new control weights for the robot, it
must be integrated with PaGMO. An ALifeProblem is just an instance of the
PaGMO problem class, so this process is straight-forward. There are a number
of parameters which must be passed to a PaGMO archipelago instance to
begin the evolution process. Changing these parameters will have a vast impact
on the fitness of the final control data, as well as the total computation time.
Consider the following example:

prob = ALifeProblem()

algo = algorithm.de(75)

topo = topology.ring()

num_islands = 5

num_individuals = 10

The parameters are given as they are listed in the main function in
alife.py, but they can be given in any order. In this example, the ALifeProblem
is created with the default parameters. The PaGMO Differential Evolution al-
gorithm (with 75 generations) will be used to solve the optimisation problem,
but any other supported algorithm could be used (for a full list see the PaGMO
documentation). There will be 5 islands created in a ring topology (resulting in
5 instances of ALifeProblem, with 10 individuals on each island. This data is
then passed to an archipelago, and we wait for 3 iterations of the algorithm
to complete on each island:

a = archipelago(prob, algo, num_islands, num_individuals, topo)

a.evolve(3)

a.join()

The fitness of each individual is then examined, and we take the list of
control weights from the ‘winner’. The fitness and the weights are then printed
to the standard output:

max_distance_moved = 0

best_weights = []

count = 0

for i in a:

if -i.population.champion.f[0] > max_distance_moved:

max_distance_moved = -i.population.champion.f[0]
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best_weights = i.population.champion.x

print "Distance moved during the experiment by the winning robot:", max_distance_moved

print best_weights

4.2 The ALife GUI

To use the ALife GUI, run alifegui.py. A window that looks like figure 2

Figure 2: ALife GUI.

should appear. To begin, load some control data for the robot. If this is the
first time running the GUI, new control data can be generated from the PaGMO
evolution process described in section 4.1. The GUI allows for the specification
of the basic evolution parameters: the algorithm, the number of generations to
evolve for, the number of islands and the number of individuals per island. It
also allows the user to set some basic environment parameters: the mass of the
asteroid, the densities of the robot body section and legs as well as the number
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of legs that the robot has. When these values are set to suitable values, press
the ‘Evolve’ button.

When computation completes, the new weights are loaded into the robot.
They can now be saved by clicking the ‘load’ button. The resulting simulation
can be started/paused and restarted from the ‘Start Simulation’ and ‘Reset
Simulation’ buttons respectively.
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5 Appendix

5.1 Known Issues

There are still occasional ODE stability problems resulting from robot collisions
with the asteroid triangular mesh. I am not sure exactly what causes this in-
stability. At some locations, the collision detect seems to fail and the robot
passes through the mesh slightly, possibly resulting in an excessive repulsive
force being applied to correct this. I have tried adjusting the basic ODE param-
eters such as the global constraint force mixing (CFM) and Error Reduction
Parameter (ERP) values and the ODE step size, but so far no combinations
of values have completely alleviated the problem. The temporary fix for now
has been to define a maximum distance from the asteroid that a robot can
be (ALifeEnvironment.max distance from asteroid). When the experiment
becomes unstable, the robot is usually thrown beyond this value. This condition
is tested check in ALifeExperiment.perform, and if found the Experiment is
reset and the result of the Experiment is set to 0.

5.2 Future Improvements

There are a number of areas that I would like to improve:

View Evolution In Real-Time Rather than blocking while computation pro-
ceeds in the background, it should be possible to take the weights from
the fittest individual at a given time and apply them to the robot being
viewed. The user could then watch the evolution proceed in real-time.

Add Default Control Data Some control data should be included with the
module so that the user can see the result of some default evolution pa-
rameters straight away, without having to go through a potentially long
evolution process.

Improved Models There should be improved robot models, both in terms
of functionality and appearance. For example, an interesting functional
addition would be to have robots with several body sections but no legs
and see if they can evolve a snake-like movement ability. We could also
experiment with more complex robot legs with multiple joints, or more
human-like robots. It should also be possible to texture the robots to
improve their appearance.

Move Sensor/Actuator data to the robot object Tasks could obtain this
information directly from the robot rather than having their own sensors
and actuators. This makes it easier to reset this information when the
robot is changed.

Simplify Architecture Further Is the Agent/Task combination really needed?
Robots could contain this functionality. The initial reason for this was in
order to maintain interoperability with the PyBrain module, but this may
not be necessary.
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